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The Life of a Great Mathematician
1- George Cantor: The Father of Set Theory
By: Nasr M. Ahmed

- Georg Ferdinand Ludwig
Philipp Cantor (1845-1918),
a German mathematician
who is best known as the
founder of set theory.
Cantor put forth the
modern theory on infinite sets that revolutionized
almost every mathematics field. Cantor's most
remarkable achievement was to show, in a
mathematically rigorous way, that the concept of
infinity is not an undifferentiated one. Not all
infinite sets are the same size, and consequently,
infinite sets can be compared with one another.
•

•

However, his new ideas also created many
dissenters and made him one of the most
assailed mathematicians in history. Hilbert
described Cantor's work as ...the finest product
of mathematical genius and one of the supreme
achievements of purely intellectual human
activity.

Dearest George!
May this day be of blessed influence upon your
entire future life; through the goodness of the
Almighty, the creator of the universe and father of
all living creatures. May you constantly and
unremittingly keep before your eyes the virtuous
resolutions which you have no doubt made today in
silence as a solemn vow!. The future of one’s life
and the fate of the individual lie hidden from him in
the most profound darkness. And it is good that it is
so………………I close with these words: your
father, or rather your parents and all other
members of the family both in Germany and in
Russia have their eyes on you as the eldest, and
expect you to be nothing less than a Theodor
Shaeffer [his teacher] and, God willing, later
perhaps a shining star on the horizon of science. My
God give strength, persistence, health, sound
character, and his best blessings! And therefore you
should follow only on his course. Amen!
Your father

I decided to write about Cantor to be the first
mathematician in this series. The reason is that I
admired his great theory as it is the only one that
treats infinity. He struggled too much to
convince people with his golden ideas and died
in a mental hospital paying a price for his extraordinary mind!!

Cantor was Born in St Petersburg, Russia. He was
the eldest of six children. Cantor’s father was a Jew
converted to Protestantism, and his mother had been
born a catholic. Cantor’s father was a sensitive and
gifted man who loved his children deeply and
wanted them to live successful and rewarding lives.
In 1860 he wrote a letter to his son, which Cantor
kept with him always. The letter reflected not only
his strong religious beliefs but also his own
experience:
Nasr.Ahmed@ncl.ac.uk

Cantor, was educated early in his life by private
tutoring. He attended primary school in St
Petersburg, and when he was eleven years old the
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------family moved to Germany for a warmer climate, position as an unpaid lecturer and later as an
due to his father's poor health
assistant professor at the backwater University of
Cantor inherited his parents' considerable musical Halle, where he was to remain for the rest of his
and artistic talents. He also took a deep interest in
life. In 1874, he married and eventually had six
medieval theology and its intricate arguments on the children. In the same year, Cantor published his first
continuous and the infinite. Had Cantor not become paper on the theory of sets.
a mathematician he would have left his mark on
Cantor’s early interests were in number theory,
philosophy or theology.
indeterminate equations and trigonometric series.
As a consequence he gave up his father’s suggestion
The subtle theory of trigonometric series seems to
of preparing for a career in engineering for have inspired him to look into the foundations of
concentrating on philosophy, physics, and
analysis. He produced his beautiful treatment of
mathematics. In 1860 Cantor graduated with an
irrational numbers and commenced in 1874 his
outstanding report, which mentioned in particular revolutionary work on set theory and the theory of
his exceptional skills in mathematics.
the infinite. With this latter work, Cantor created a
whole new field of mathematical research. He
In 1862, Cantor entered the Federal Polytechnic developed the theory of transfinite numbers- based
Institute in Zurich and began studying mathematics. on a mathematical treatment of the actual infiniteAfter his father's death in 1863, Cantor shifted his
and created an arithmetic of transfinite numbers
studies to the university of Berlin. At Berlin he analogous to the arithmetic of finite numbers.
studied mathematics, philosophy and physics. There Cantor’s earlier work in set theory contained:
he studied under some of the greatest
mathematicians of the day including Kronecker and
1. A proof that the set of real numbers is not
Weierstrass.
denumerable i.e. is not in one-to-one
correspondence with the set of natural
A pencil
numbers. [1874]
drawing
2. A definition of what it means for two sets M
by Cantor
and N to have the same Cardinal number.
in 1862.
[1878]
In 1867,
3. A proof that the set of real numbers and the
Cantor
set of points in n-dimensional Euclidean
wrote his
space have the same power. [1878]
doctoral
thesis, In
In 1870 Cantor established a basic uniqueness
remathema
theorem for trigonometric series: If such a series
tica ars
converges to zero everywhere, then all of its
propendi
coefficients are zero. To generalize, Cantor [1872]
pluris
started to allow points at which convergence fails,
facienda
getting to the following formulation:
est quam
For a collection P of real numbers, let P' be
solvendi “In mathematics the art of asking questions
the collection of limit points of P , and P (n ) the
is more valuable than solving problems”, on a
result of n iterations of this operation. If a
question that Carl Friedrich Gauss had left unsettled
trigonometric series converges to zero everywhere
in his Disquisitiones Arithmeticae (1801).
except on a P where P (n ) is empty for some n,
then all of its coefficients are zero.
After receiving his doctorate, he was unable to find
Here Cantor was already breaking new ground in
good employment and was forced to accept a considering collections of real numbers defined
5
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------transfinite set theory was still in its infancy. It was
through an operation. In [1872] Cantor provided his
formulation of the real numbers in terms of an untried if not a suspect newcomer to most
fundamental sequences of rational numbers. The mathematicians who had been conditioned to reject
other well-known formulation of the real numbers is
the absolute infinite in mathematics in favor of
arguments
involving
finite
values
only.
due to Richard Dedekind [1872]. Cantor and
Dedekind maintained a fruitful correspondence, Consequently, Cantor’s new ideas were particularly
especially during the 1870's.
vulnerable to opposition like kronecker’s, and
cantor’s resented what he regarded as unfair,
In 1874, Cantor was asking himself whether the unit premature criticism.
square could be mapped into a line of unit length
In fact, this paper marks the birth of set theory.
with a 1-1 correspondence of points on each. In his
Previously, all infinite collections had been assumed
letter to Dedekind dated 5 January 1874 he wrote:
“Can a surface (say a square that includes the to be of "the same size"; Cantor was the first to
boundary) be uniquely referred to a line (say a show that there was more than one kind of infinity.
straight line segment that includes the end points) In doing so, he became the first to invoke the
so that for every point on the surface there is a concept of a 1-to-1 correspondence which became
corresponding point of the line and, conversely, for precise in this article. Before in mathematics,
every point of the line there is a corresponding infinity had been a forbidden subject. Gauss had
point of the surface? I think that answering this stated that infinity should only be used as "a way of
question would be no easy job, despite the fact that speaking" and not as a mathematical value. In 1831
the answer seems so clearly to be "no" that proof Gauss wrote
appears almost unnecessary”.
‘I protest against the use of infinite magnitude as
something completed, which is never permissible in
In 1877, he wrote to Dedekind proving that there mathematics. Infinity is merely a way of speaking,
was a 1-1 correspondence of points on the interval the true meaning being a limit which certain ratios
[0, 1] and points in p-dimensional space. Cantor approach indefinitely close, while others are
was surprised and wrote
permitted to increase without restriction’
“I see it, but I don't believe it!”

Most mathematicians followed Gauss advice and
stayed away. Infinity was often taken as a useful
abstraction which helped mathematicians reason
about the finite world, for example the use of
infinite limit cases in calculus. The infinite was
deemed to have at most a potential existence, rather
than an actual existence. However, in Cantor’s
theory, infinity has an actual existence.

Cantor submitted his paper to Crelle's Journal in
1877 which was treated with suspicion by
Kronecker (who disliked much of Cantor's set
theory and fundamentally disagreed with Cantor's
work) and only published after Dedekind intervened
on Cantor's behalf. Cantor greatly resented
Kronecker's opposition to his work and never
submitted any further papers to Crelle's Journal
(Many of his papers were published in Sweden in
the new journal Acta Mathematica, edited and
founded by Gösta Mittag-Leffler, one of the first
persons to recognize Cantor abilities).

Cantor considered infinite sets not as merely going
on forever but as completed entities, that is having
an actual though infinite number of members. He
called these actual infinite numbers transfinite
numbers. Cantor believed that misuse of the infinite
in mathematics had justly inspired a ‘horror of the
infinite’ among careful mathematicians of his day,
precisely as it did in Gauss.

Thus, early in his career, Cantor was already having
to confront the strong opposition of one of the most
eminent mathematicians of his day. Worse yet,
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(have the same power) if there exists a 1-to-1
Leibniz and Cantor on the Actual Infinite
correspondence between them.
A well known feature of Leibniz’s philosophy is his
Cantor at Halle
espousal of the actual infinite, in defiance of the
university, 1894.
Aristotelian stricture that the infinite can exist only
potentially. Leibniz wrote to Foucher in 1692:

‘I am so in favor of the actual infinite that instead of
admitting that Nature abhors it, as is commonly
said, I hold that Nature makes frequent use of it
everywhere, in order to show more effectively the
perfections of its Author. Thus I believe that there is
no part of matter which is not, I do not say divisible,
but actually divided; and consequently the least
particle ought to be considered as a world full of an
infinity of different creatures.’

Cantor was the first
to formulate the continuum hypothesis: there exists
no set whose power is greater than that of the
naturals and less than that of the reals (in other
and smaller
words, no cardinality bigger than
than C, The real numbers have also been called the
continuum, hence the name.). Despite Cantor’s
repeated promises to prove the continuum
hypothesis, he was never able to do so. his inability
to prove the continuum hypothesis caused Cantor
considerable anxiety. At that time, Mathematical
worries began to trouble Cantor. He began to worry
that he could not prove the continuum hypothesis.
Early in 1884 he thought he had found a proof, but a
few days later he reversed himself completely and
thought he could actually disprove the hypothesis.
Finally he realized that he had made no progress at
all, as he reported in letters to Mittag-Leffler. All
the while he had to endure mounting opposition and
threats from Kronecker, who said he was preparing
an article that would show that “the results of
modern function theory and set theory are of no real
significance.” Such were circumstance surrounding
his hospitalization for what later proved to be
recurring cycles of manic depression.

Cantor indicated his full agreement that there is an
“actual infinity of created individuals in the
universe as well as on our earth and, in all
probability, even in each ever so small extended
part of space.”
However, Leibniz had refused to countenance
infinite number, arguing that its supposition was in
conflict with the part-whole axiom, since (as
Galileo’s paradox shows) this would lead to an
infinite set (the whole) being equal to an infinite
proper subset of its elements (the part). Cantor, on
the other hand, had followed Dedekind in taking
this equality of an infinite set to its proper subset as
the defining property of an infinite set.
This development, together with the widespread
acceptance today of Cantor’s position, has led many
commentators to criticize Leibniz’s position as
unsound: if there are actually infinitely many
creatures, there is an infinite number of them.
By considering the infinite sets with a transfinite
number of members, Cantor was able to come up
with his amazing discoveries and was promoted to
full professorship in 1879 for his discoveries.

The continuum hypothesis is an interesting point in
the history of mathematics, and was studied by
many mathematicians. In 1963, Paul Cohen
obtained a dramatic result by establishing that the
continuum hypothesis is independent, that is,

He also defined denumerable sets as sets which can
be put into a 1-to-1 correspondence with the natural
numbers. Cantor introduces the notion of "power"
or "equivalence" of sets; two sets are equivalent
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------neither provable nor refutable from the ordinary set- clearly indicates something is wrong. To solve these
theoretic axioms. Another mathematical principle paradoxes in set theory, a great deal of literature on
which the ordinary set-theoretic axioms fail to settle the subject has appeared, and numerous attempts at
is the axiom of choice. The independence proofs use a solution have been offered.
the forcing technique for which Cohen won the
Field’s medal in 1966. In this sense CH is
So far as mathematics is concerned, there seems to
undecidable, and probably the most famous
be an easy way out. One has merely to reconstruct
example of an undecidable statement.
set theory on an axiomatic basis sufficiently
restrictive to exclude the known antinomies. The
In 1891 Cantor published his diagonal argument to
first attempt to axiomatise set theory was made by
Zermelo in 1908, and subsequent refinement have
show that the integers and the continuum do not
have the same cardinality. Cantor proved that there
been made by Fraenkel (1922, 1925), Skolem
(1922, 1929), von Newmann (1925, 1928), Bernays
are infinite sets (now known as uncountable sets)
which cannot be put into one-to-one correspondence
(1937-1948), and others. But such a procedure has
been criticized as merely avoiding the paradoxes;
with the infinite set of natural numbers.
certainly it doesn’t explain them. Moreover, this
Cantor's theorem states that the power set (set of procedure carries no guarantee that other kinds of
all subsets) of any set A has a strictly greater paradoxes will not appear in the future. Gödel
cardinality than that of A. Cantor's theorem is
showed the limitations of any axiomatic theory and
obvious for finite sets, but surprisingly it holds true the aims of many mathematicians such as Hilbert
for infinite sets as well. Cantor then discovered his
could never be achieved.
famous paradox: the set of all sets is its own power
Cantor's was well aware of the opposition his ideas
set. Therefore, the cardinality of the set of all sets
were encountering, in 1883 he wrote:
must be bigger than itself! In other words, Cantor
had succeeded in proving that for any given
"... I realize that in this undertaking I place myself
transfinite number there’s always a greater in a certain opposition to views widely held
transfinite number, so that just as there’s no greatest concerning the mathematical infinite and to
natural number, there also is no greatest transfinite opinions frequently defended on the nature of
number. Now consider the set whose members are numbers."
all possible sets. Surely no set can have more
members than this set of all sets. But if this is the Cantor’s groundbreaking ideas gained him
case, how can there be a transfinite number greater numerous enemies. In 1908 Henri Poincare stated
that: Cantor's set theory would be considered by
than the transfinite number of this set?
future generations as "a disease from which one has
recovered. However, he was kinder than another
The famous British philosopher and mathematician
critic, Leopold Kronecker who attacked Cantor
Bertrand Russell discovered his paradox in 1901 as
personally, calling him a “scientific charlatan,” a
a result of his work on Cantor's theorem.
The paradox arises within naive set theory by “renegade” and a “corrupter of youth.”
considering the set of all sets that are not members
of themselves. Such a set appears to be a member of
itself if and only if it is not a member of itself,
hence the paradox. Russell's paradox is the most
famous of the logical or set-theoretical paradoxes.
The existence of paradoxes in set theory like
Cantor’s paradox, Russell's paradox and others,
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Some greats such as Karl Weierstrass and long-time
friend Richard Dedekind supported Cantor's ideas
and attacked Kronecker's actions. However, it was
not enough. Under the constant attack by
Kronecker, in addition to the absence of welldeserved recognition for his work and being stuck in
a third-rate institution Cantor had the first recorded
attack of depression in 1884. After he recovered he
seemed less confident and wrote:

Using his prestige
as a professor at
the University of
Berlin, Kronecker
did all he could to
suppress Cantor's
ideas. He belittled
Cantor's ideas in
front of his
students and
blocked Cantor’s
life ambition of gaining a position at the prestigious
University of Berlin.

............ I don't know when I shall return to the
continuation of my scientific work. At the moment I
can do absolutely nothing with it, and limit myself
to the most necessary duty of my lectures; how
much happier I would be to be scientifically active,
if only I had the necessary mental freshness

Kronecker regarded Cantor’s theory as a kind of
mathematical madness:

Although he returned to mathematics and attempted
to work on the continuum hypothesis again, his
attitudes generally had undergone substantial
alternation. He began to emphasize other interests.
The amount of time he devoted to various literary
and historical problems steadily increased, and he
read the history and documents of the Elizabethans
with great attentiveness in hopes of proving that
Francis Bacon was the true author of Shakespear’s
plays.

"I don't know what predominates in Cantor's theory
- philosophy or theology, but I am sure that there is
no mathematics there"
Seeing mathematics headed for the mad-house
under Cantor’s leadership, he started to attack the
theory and its highly sensitive author with every
weapon that came to his hand. Kronecker has been
blamed severely for Cantor’s tragedy.

Cantor in
1917, a few
months
before
his death

When Cantor recovered at the end of June 1884,
and entered the depressive phase, he complained
that he lacked the energy and interest to return to
rigorous mathematical thinking. Cantor made his
last major
contributio
ns to set
theory in
1895 and

Cantor’s
gravestone
in
Giebichens
tein
cemetery at the peace street in Halle.
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Cantor theory finally began to gain recognition by
On December 16 1899, his youngest son died
the turn of the century. Today, Cantor’s set theory
suddenly. Cantor had been to a lecture on the has penetrated into almost every branch of
Bacon-Shakespeare question in Leipzig, and
mathematics, and it has proved to be of particular
returned home in the evening to find that the child
importance in topology and in the foundations of
had died in the afternoon. It was a deep
real function theory. His theory also has led to many
disappointment to Cantor as well as a shock. He new questions about set theory that should keep
described his son Rudolf in a letter to Felix Klien a mathematicians busy for centuries. Cantor actually
week later, and the tragedy was born in every word
described his conviction about the truth of his
he wrote.
theory explicitly in quasi-religious terms:

"My theory stands as firm as a rock; every arrow
directed against it will return quickly to its archer.
How do I know this? Because I have studied it from
all sides for many years; because I have examined
all objections which have ever been made against
the infinite numbers; and above all because I have
followed its roots, so to speak, to the first infallible
cause of all created things."

After his retirement in April 1913, Cantor lived
quietly at home. He had been at Halle University for
44 years, 34 of them as ordentlicher Professor; he
was remembered as a clear and indeed inspiring
teacher.
The hostile attitude of many contemporaries
severely aggravated Cantor's emotional ailments and
caused several nervous breakdowns. The rest of his
life was spent in and out of mental institutions. He
died in a mental hospital in Halle on January 6,
1918 at the age of seventy-three. But all that he
represented would never die, wrote Edmund Landau
to Cantor’s wife.

Can we have a Cantorian physics?
Even after acknowledging the consistency of
Cantor's theory, it seems that we know nothing
about infinity! It appears that in order to avoid all
inconsistencies in the temporary physics, physicists
need a deeper understanding of the the notion of
infinity. Physicists should look seriously to Cantor
theory, the only known mathematical theory of
infinities, and try to make use of it. In “the Road to
Reality” Roger Penrose said

During his last years he received various honours
and honorary degrees, including a Doctorate of
Laws from St. Andrew's University in 1912 which
he was too ill to receive personally. The war
conditions led to difficulties in obtaining food, and
he became thin and hungry as well as tired and ill.
He was taken to the Ncrvenklinik in Halle for the
last time in June 1917: he did not want to go, and
constantly wrote to his wife asking her to come and
take him home. In December he received many
congratulations for the fiftieth anniversary of his
Dissertation and hoped to answer all the letters, but
there was not to be time. In the New Year he sent to
his wife the leaves of a calendar for the last forty
days of the Old Year, to show that he had lived
through it; but on the 6 January he died suddenly
and painlessly after a heart attack, and was buried in
Halle next to his son Rudolf.

“It appears to be a universal feature of the
mathematics normally believed to underlie the
workings of our physical universe that it has a
fundamental dependence on the infinite.....we need
to take the use of the infinite seriously, particularly
in its rule in the mathematical description of the
physical continuum. But what kind of infinity is it
that we are requiring here?......it is perhaps
remarkable, in view of close relationship between
mathematics and physics, that issues of such basic
importance in mathematics as transfinite set theory
and computability have as yet had a very limited
impact on our description of the physical world, but
only very little use of these ideas has so far been
made in mathematical physics.”
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Cantor showed that there are different sizes of sionality……..It is too much to imagine that one has
infinity. The smallest one is that of the natural yet made enough mistakes in this domain of thought
numbers, different infinities continue unendingly to
to explore such ideas with any degree of good
larger and larger scales. Current theoretical physics
judgment.’ (Page 1203)
doesn’t treat infinities like that. This is why I
In the framework of this physical Cantorian theory,
personally believe that the study of real infinities in
there’s a satisfactory interpretation for the two-slit
mathematics may be the first step towards
understanding the problem of infinities in physics. experiment. One of the startling conclusions of this
There is a class of physical phenomena where experiment is that an indivisible quantum particle
infinities occur which may require revolutionary such as a photon traversing the two-slit screen can
ideas in dealing with the infinities and we shouldn’t be said to have passed through both holes
forget that Cantor’s theory of infinities has a strong simultaneously!!. Most discussions of the two-slit
experiment with particles refer to Feynman's quote
base in physical reality: it is based on arithmetic and
in his lectures:
set theory.
"We choose to examine a phenomenon which is
There’s a physical theory called ‘E-infinity’ or impossible, absolutely impossible, to explain in any
‘Cantorian space-time’ was constructed in 1992. It classical way, and which has in it the heart of
quantum mechanics. In reality, it contains the only
is the only theory of high energy physics that is
based completely on Cantor’s ideas. The theory mystery."
The notion of an object or a point coexisting at two
successfully predicted the accurate values of mass
spectrum of elementary particles. I have met the different spatially separated locations simultaneousEgyptian author of this theory– Prof. Mohamed.S. ly is, of course, classically impossible and that is the
El Naschie (who received his education in West essence of the paradoxical conclusions of the twoslit experiment and the origin of the particle-wave
Germany (Hamburg and Hannover) and later on in
duality of quantum physics. Within Cantorian
England where he obtained his Ph.D. from
University College, London)– several times; the last space-time a point could in some sense be said to
one was in a library in London. I asked him about occupy two different ‘locations’ at the same ‘time’.
El Naschie said: ‘Theoretical physicists are
what inspired him to make use of Cantor’s ideas in
conservative by nature and it is important to be that
high energy physics, it was surprising to me when
way, but one also has to be open minded about
he told me:
things in maths which may seem at the beginning to
Well, I was inspired by what Wheeler wrote in his
be esoteric, such as the Cantor sets that I use………
famous book ‘Gravitation’ (with Misner and
just take Cantor’s ideas into account. Then,
Thorne) about Borel sets:
theoretical physics will be much easier!’
‘What a line of thought could ever be imagined as
El Naschie
leading to four dimensions -or any dimensionality
between P.
at all- out of more primitive considerations? …... A
Weipel, W.
Borel set is a collection of points (bucket of dust)
Greiner &
which have not yet been assembled into a manifold
W.Martienss
of any particular dimensionality. Recalling the
en.(taken
after giving
universal sway of the quantum principle, one can
his lecture
imagine probability amplitudes for the points in a
dedicated to
Borel set to be assembled into points with this, that,
the memory
and the other dimensionality......thus one can think
of Nobel
of each dimensionality as having a much higher Laureate Ilya Prigogine).
statistical weight than the next higher dimen11
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Before I illustrate some definitions related to this
article, a worthy note of attention is that not only
Cantor tried to relate the idea of God to his
mathematics, but also Gödel did in his famous
ontological proof (I intend to speak about the life of
Kurt Gödel and his great contributions in
mathematical logic in another edition).
Selected related definitions:
1- Cantor set. (Please write down, this is
important!!)

An Egyptian Macro two-slit experiment using the
pyramids!! (From M.S. El Naschie, Quantum
Mechanics and the Nature of Reality, University of
Ulm, Germany, 1986).

Cantor middle third set is probably the best known
and studied transfinite set. It is constructed as
follows: we take a unit length and remove the
middle third except for the end points so that two
lines of the length of one third will remain. Then we
repeat the same procedure once more with these two
remaining lines. That way, we are left with four
lines, each of the length one third squared.
Continuing this process ad infinitum results in the
removal of infinitely many lines which added
together will be as long as the unit line which we
started with. In other words nothing is left except
for a set of points which have no lengths, i.e.
measure zero which constitute the so-called Cantor
set.

Absolute Infinite?
Cantor was not only a great mathematician, but a
very religious man and by some standards a mystic.
his mysticism was supported by his mathematics,
which to him was at least as strong an argument for
the mathematics as for the mysticism.
Cantor had a different set of numinous feelings
about the infinite. He invented the concept of
“Absolute Infinte” and equated it with God. Cantor
wrote:

“The actual infinite arises in three contexts: first
when it is realized in the most complete form, in a
fully independent otherworldly being, in Deo, where
I call it the Absolute Infinite or simply Absolute;
second when it occurs in the contingent, created
world; third when the mind grasps it in abstracto
asa mathematical magnitude, number or order
type.”

The Cantor set contains all points in the interval
[0, 1] that are not deleted at any step in this infinite
process. That means all points in Cantor set are end
points. The total length removed is given by the
geometric
series

This means that we removed everything.

Cantor’s house in
Hale. The house is
still a family
possession.

Nevertheless, this Cantor set possesses a definite
quantity that can be used to characterize it
mathematically. This quantity is its Hausdorff
dimension. For this case, the Hausdorff dimension
is given by the ratio of the logarithm of two divided
by the logarithm of three. This comes to be
approximately 0.63. This is not the only noteworthy
property of a Cantor set. A somewhat more
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------surprising fact about this geometrical structure is
A measure of the number of elements of the set.
that it has the cardinality of the continuum.
While for finite sets the size is given by a natural
The construction of the Cantor set is illustrated
number which denotes the number of elements, the
below.
Cardinal number is a generalized kind of number
used to denote the size of a set. Cardinal numbers
can also classify degrees of infinity. Cantor
developed a system of transfinite numbers, in which
the first transfinite cardinal is aleph-null (denoted
So, one could say that, from measure theoretical
by ), the cardinality of the set of natural numbers.
viewpoint, the classical Cantor set does not exist.
However, from the viewpoint of geometrical and
5-Ordinal numbers:
topological probability Cantor sets do exist.
Moreover, cantor sets possess scale invariance. That Numbers used to denote the position in an ordered
means they remain self-similar on all scales
sequence. Cantor defined two kinds of infinite
regardless of the resolution with which we observe numbers, the ordinal numbers and the cardinal
or magnify any part of the set. It is a fractal set.
numbers.
6- Cantor space:

2- Cantor dust:

A topological space is a Cantor space if it is
homeomorphic to the Cantor set. The canonical
example of a Cantor space is the countably infinite
topological product of the discrete 2-point space {0,
1}. This is usually written as 2N (where 2 denotes
the 2-element set {0,1} with the discrete topology).
of course, Cantor set itself is a Cantor space.

A multi-dimensional version of the Cantor set. It
could be constructed by taking a finite Cartesian
product of the Cantor set with itself. Cantor dust has
zero measure like the Cantor set. It is illustrated in
the following figure.
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Profile
By: Anthony Youd

As well as the marking that all Postgraduate
students can do, in my first year I was a tutorial
leader in one semester for one of the first year
modules.
That was certainly an interesting
experience, since I'd never done anything like that
before. It gave me some idea of the effort that must
be needed to prepare a lecture course over a whole
semester.

I had been an undergraduate student at Newcastle
since 1998. I have always had a passion for
Mathematics and decided I would take the 4-year
MMath degree. My project in the final year was in
an area of applied mathematics known as TaylorCouette flow - this involves the study of the flow of
a fluid in the gap between two concentric rotating
cylinders. By the end of my MMath project I had
enough results to start writing a paper, and it was
this that convinced me to continue research at PhD
level.

At the end of my first year I had to give a small
presentation to my PhD supervisor and adviser on
what I had done throughout the year. Once that was
over with, it was time to look ahead to the second
year, when the real research could start!

I started my PhD project in September 2002 under
the supervision of Prof. Barenghi. Initially, I
continued working on the results I had found in my
MMath project as well as doing some more
background reading on the subject. Most of my first
year was focused on settling in to the project, but by
the end of the first year I had enough results to
present at my first international conference - the
13th International Couette-Taylor Workshop, which
was held in Barcelona. The workshop is held every
two years, and brings together experts from all over
the world who study Couette flow and related
subjects. This was my first major presentation to a
large audience, so I was very nervous! I was the
second speaker on the first day of the workshop,
which I thought was ideal - not too long to wait, and
not first, so I could get an idea of what I should do
once I was in front of the audience. My talk seemed
to go well and I answered one or two questions
afterwards. Then I could enjoy the rest of the
workshop.

For all of the first year I had used someone else's
numerical code in my work. Now it was time to
write my own and to go off in new and interesting
directions in my research. Most of my second year
was taken up with writing a new program, testing it,
and verifying known results. Although I didn't
attend any workshops or conferences in my second
year, I did give two talks at the informal applied
maths seminars. Having given a presentation to
upwards of 100 people in my first year, these talks
were much less nerve-wracking, but I did have to
talk for nearly an hour each time, so I had to try to
keep them interesting. I like to do that by showing
pictures and animations – hopefully that kept the
audience awake!
I felt my second year was certainly busier and more
hard work than my first, and possibly more
enjoyable, since I knew I was doing research that
had never been attempted by anyone else.
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My third and final year was certainly the most
productive and enjoyable of the three.
My
numerical code had improved significantly since I
started it, and I was able to produce lots of
interesting results, which led to three papers being
published. I attended three conferences in my final
year, one of which (the 14th Couette-Taylor
Workshop) was held in Sapporo, Japan. It only
lasted three days but this was the first time I'd been
so far afield, and the whole trip was an incredible
experience. Unfortunately, on the second day we
were told that a typhoon was heading our way! It
was due to arrive on the day I was due to leave.
Apparently, typhoons are very rare on Japan's
northernmost island; obviously it knew I was going
to be there! Anyway, as it turned out I managed to
catch my flight and escape before the typhoon
arrived, which was lucky.

for theses, so I made my own thesis template written
in LaTeX, which took care of this, and it's now
available for anyone to use on the department's Wiki
site. I really enjoyed writing my thesis; it all went
really well and I submitted in early September 2005.
I had my viva in October 2005, which lasted a
reasonable two hours, and I graduated at a ceremony
in December 2005.

I also gave two more talks at the applied maths
seminars, and became involved in the Maths-Aid
scheme at the library - a drop-in centre for students
in the university to come and ask for help on maths
and related topics. That was a really rewarding
experience, especially when you help someone to
understand something they've been struggling with.

Since March 2006 I have been working at the
University of Cambridge as a Postdoc in another
area of applied mathematics, but I make many trips
back to Newcastle, which I still consider very much
to be my home.

From October 2005 to March 2006 I was employed
by the department as Assistant Computing Officer.
This was a really enjoyable time, since I've always
been interested in all aspects of computing. My
main duties were to help set up the departmental
Wiki site (https://wiki.mas.ncl.ac.uk) and to set up
the Condor batch queue system, and I was on-hand
to help staff and students with any computing
queries they had.

I really enjoyed my time at Newcastle - there was
always a friendly atmosphere, and I made many
friends while I was there, many of whom I am still
in contact with.

I started to write up my thesis in June 2005. I was
lucky enough to have papers already published, so
most of my thesis was taken up with results from
these. I discovered that there didn't appear to be any
strict university guidelines on layout or formatting

Postgrads have passed this year,
Win Maung (MPhil)
"Time Series Analysis, Forecasting and Linear Regression Analysis"
Elizabeth Smith (PhD)
"Bayesian Modelling of Extreme Rainfall Data"
Yemon Choi (PhD)
"Cohomology of Commutative Banach Algebras and Semigroup Algebras"
Keith Goda (PhD)
"Centralisers in Graph Products of Groups"
Carlos Pacheco (Ph.D)
"Stability of Random Dynamical Systems and Applications"
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”I grew up with the belief that the truth is simple, one
must only find it”
Edward Teller
By: Eniko Madarassy

General Advisory Committee of the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission.

Edward
Teller
died
on
September 9th, 2003 when he
was 95. He was one of the great
physicists of the 20th century.
He dedicated his life to science, education and
national security in such a controversial century.

Teller received numerous honours, for example:
the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the Albert
Einstein Award, the Enrico Fermi Award, the
National Medal of Science, the Presidential Citizens
Medal, the Department of Energy Gold Award, A
Magyarsag Hirneveert Dij, the Harvey Prize from
the Technion-Israel Institute, the Corvin Award
from Hungary, etc.

“Dr. Teller lived a spectacular life on the scale of
legend.” (Bruce Goodwin, Associate Director,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory) “He was
a passionate advocate for science and the
development of L.L.N.L.. He devoted his life to
preserving freedom, pursuing new knowledge and
passing along his passion for science and
engineering education to students of all ages.”
(Michael Anastasio, Director, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory)

Teller was born on the 15th January, 1908 in
Budapest. He undertook his studies at the upper
secondary school which was founded by Mór
Kármán, whose son was the famous rocket scientist
Theodore von Karman.
He undertook his academic training in Germany and
studied for his Ph.D. in physics under Werner
Heisenberg at the University of Leipzig in 1930.
After leaving Leipzig for the University of
Gottingen, Teller continued his close relationship
with Heisenberg. In Gottingen he collaborated from
1930 to 1933 as a research associate.

“Edward was a treasure at the Hoover Institution.
Throughout his time at Hoover, he was a brilliant,
interesting, though-provoking, collegial, and
incredible institutional citizen.”(John Raisian,
Director, Hoover Institution) “Another little-known
side of Edward was his charm - especially with
women and children….” (Sig Hecker, former
Director, Los Alamos National Laboratory)

When Hitler rose to power in January 1933, Teller
left Germany, going first to the Institute for
Theoretical Physics in Copenhagen for a year and
then from 1934-5, he worked as a lecturer at the
City College of London.

Teller was a fellow of the American Physical
Society and the American Nuclear Society,
moreover a member of the National Academy of
Sciences, the American Academy of Science and
the Advisory Board of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency. In addition, he was on the
White House Science Council.
Teller was an associate of the Scientific Advisory
Board of the U.S. Air Force and was chairman of
the first Nuclear Reaction Safeguard Committee.
From 1956 to 1958, he worked as a member of the

In Copenhagen he met his friend George Gamow,
who invited him to work at the University of
George Washington. In 1935, Teller came to the
United States with his wife and he became a US
citizen in 1941. Many famous universities in the
USA competed for him. In 1942 he worked together
with Enrico Fermi at Columbia University. He
witnessed the development of the theory of
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concentrated on applying this new quantum theory
to explain diverse phenomena.

After becoming a professor at the University of
Chicago (1946-52), he returned to the Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory and became assistant director
(1949-52).

The person who developed the initial concept of the
atom bomb was Szilard. The project was started by
a letter, written by Leo Szilard (and maybe Eugen
Wigner) and addressed to president F. D. Roosevelt.
On the second of August 1939 Einstein signed the
letter. At this historical moment Edward Teller was
present too.

In 1952 the nation’s second Institute for the
Development of Weapons was founded in
Livermore: the Livermore Radiation Laboratory.
Between 1954 and 1958, Teller was a consultant
and cofounder to the institute and, for more than
two years its associate director.
Between 1958-60 he again became the director of
the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory.
He worked as a professor of physics at the
University of California (1960-70) and as an
associate director of the Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory until his retirement in 1975.
Teller worked on nuclear weapons, nuclear reactor
safety, ballistic missiles, submarines, underground
nuclear testing, future energy sources and much
else.
Between 1970 and 1975 Teller was a university
professor at the University of California and from
1975 to 2003 the Director emeritus of the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory. He was also senior
research fellow of the Hoover Institution, Stanford
University.
He continued, even to his very last day, to spend
two days a week in the LLNL.

In 1942, Teller joined the Manhattan Project. He
was busy with research on fusion reaction,
theoretical calculations of the effects of a fission
explosion and work on the first nuclear reactor
during the Second World War.
In 1943, at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory he
examined, together with some others, the
possibilities for thermonuclear power. The father of
the Manhattan Project, Robert Oppenheimer, who
devised the first atomic bomb together with others,
was there as well.
Teller supported the hydrogen bomb against the
opposition of J. Robert Oppenheimer. In 1954,
during
the
commission’s
hearing
about
Oppenheimer’s security clearance, Teller attested
that he regarded Oppenheimer loyal to the United
States. Teller’s well-known statement was: “I would
prefer to see the vital interests of this country in
hands that I understand better and therefore trust
more”.
This statement was regarded as an intolerable insult
to ethics by the majority of the American scientific
society; therefore Teller was not accepted forever.

His greatness can be measured by his influence on
people. His enthusiasm and passion together with
his hopefulness for the future had an impact on
science and on many scientists who collaborated
with him and were influenced by him.

II. My meeting with Dr. Edward Teller in
2002

Many scientists considered Edward Teller as a
controversial figure because of his idea about
nuclear weapons and national security. Teller
recognized that the state’s security and civil defence
meant an application of science and technology. The
competition between the United States and the
Soviet Union resulted in the birth of the
controversial weapon, the superbomb.
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intelligence and therefore were really agents from
another planet. Quite commonly, Teller, Szilard,
Wigner, von Kármán, and von Neumann were
referred to as ‘The Martians’ “. Energy and Conflict
- The Life and Times of Edward Teller by Stanley
A. Blomberg, Gwinn Owens 1976.
We began our discussion by speaking about Edward
Teller’s parents. He got his determined and
persevering character from his father, who was a
lawyer, while his artistic effort and his enthusiasm
for poetry and classical music (Mozart, Bach,
Beethoven, etc.) came from his fragile mother Ilona
Deutsch.

About 10 years ago I took part in a series of lectures
in Budapest and among the lecturers was Dr.
Edward Teller.

She hoped that he would become a famous pianist.
Already in his childhood the romantically poetical
“self” of Edward Teller began to develop, together
with his sensitivity for art.
In his words: “The man has two poles: his brain and
his heart.” If he had chosen music he would
certainly have reached a similar success. His
persistent character together with his talent would
have helped him on the same way as it did in both
physics and mathematics.

His captivating personality with his special logic,
formidable intellect, and his enormously intuitive
power fascinated me. I was a pupil in grade 8 when
I read about him for the first time in the book:
“Heller als tausend sonnen….(Ezer napnàl
tündöklöbben....)” written by Robert Jungk. Later, I
entered the FysikumVetenskapslabora- torium
(University of Stockholm) and my supervisor was
Prof. Erik Johansson.
The environment there inspired me and I began to
correspond with “the living legend”, Edward Teller.
After some letters I received a personal invitation to
his residence in Palo Alto.
I met him with my husband on the 14th Jan 2002,
one day before his 94th birthday.

Teller told me that he fell in love with the world of
numbers and figures at the early age of six, and with
conscious encouragement from his parents he
continued his mathematical studies.
This study resulted in friendship with another great
mathematician John von Neumann. It was von
Neumann, who had a great gift for solving difficult
problems and we are indebted to him for his part in
developing computers.

Edward Teller was a member of the group called
“The Martians”, so nicknamed because they were
thought to possess extraterrestrial intelligence and
had a Magyar accent.
They were: Theodore von Karman, Leo Szilard,
Eugene Wigner, John von Neumann and Teller
himself. They grew up in Budapest in the fifth
district and after secondary school they went to
Germany and later to the U.S.A.

Teller told me about the tragic fight John von
Neumann had with cancer, which attacked the part
of his body that was the most important for him –
his brain. During this time Edward Teller often
visited his old friend, who needed medical
treatment.

“There were so many brilliant Hungarian scientists
that their colleagues at Los Alamos reached the
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Neumann was one of the best at preparing
instructions. He helped with the small details which
meant a great deal for the others and for the whole
project in Los Alamos. Teller learnt a lot from him.

In the scientific world it has always been difficult to
accept new concepts and ideas but sometimes it is
necessary. Research students generally use the
experience of their Masters to further their
knowledge and this can sometimes be a
disadvantage.

So we came onto the topic of teaching. Teller was a
great physics teacher and mentor. We discussed the
secret of how to be “a good teacher”. Teller was
known to be a legendary lecturer and was very
popular with the students. He participated in several
programs for high school and elementary school
students to inspire their interest in science.

“A qualitative change or revolution in science will
be realized by people who dare to think in a
different way.”
During our conversation we philosophised on
conception being like multidimensional space and
matter.

His advice for us about an excellent teacher:

In the course of his long life Teller had the chance
to meet many celebrated persons. We talked about
some of them.

“If the teacher likes his or her occupation and is
interested in the subject matter then he or she can
convey it well.”
“A good teacher is someone who can share the
latest breakthroughs in science with his or her
students.”
“A good teacher is someone who can transfer the
love he or she has for the subject to students.”
Maybe this thing explain the mystery of the schools
from Gottingen and Copenhagen.

It is a generally well-known fact, according to Niels
Bohr that an experienced person is one who
familiarises himself with all frequent faults in his
area through his instructive experiences.
According to Teller the scientist Niels Bohr has a
brilliant personality. Teller said the following about
him:
“As soon as a new thought arises and one considers
that the old idea is at fault, one has to throw away
the previous one. Bohr energetically opposed this.
One can understand a branch of science only if one
immerses oneself in all of the faults which this
branch has. Niels Bohr rejected faults but at the
same time he liked them a lot.”

One of the questions was:
“How does a talented researcher or scientist become
successful?”
He answered:
“Because he or she loves science, because he or she
is willing to think over and consider new things.
The fundamental point is that he or she is curious,
from which new things can emanate. Research itself
is neither good nor bad, everything depends on how
it is used.”

On one occasion Bohr incorrectly described a
molecule of oxygen and Teller wanted to tell him
this in a pleasant and good-tempered way. Instead of
saying that he had made a false interpretation, Teller
said:
“To describe a molecule of oxygen in this way is
exaggerated.”

The purpose and the deep motivation of Teller were
always to understand the world. His scientific
activity stemmed from a continuous curiosity:
“I have always had only one wish – to find out how
the world is made up.”

After this discussion Bohr glared at Teller (he was
to all appearances angry) and Bohr said:
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Teller knows 100 times more about the molecule of
oxygen than me. This is exaggerated, he can only
know 92 times more than me.”
And he continued to talk. This was Bohr, a very
special person.

Teller’s poetry (translated by Margit Grigory)
To seek, to expect, to desire nothing.
To love, to desire, to remain alone,
To look at the world with eyes closed,
To see what no man has seen before.
To love, to adore holy purity,
The wind, the clouds, the sun, and the dream.
To do the right thing, not for small change,
Nor for otherworldly eternal salvation.
To know that there is no goal,
To know that there is no God,
To be afraid that perhaps there is no justice,
To know that thought is ephemeral, the will is weak,
That I am dependent on blind chance.
And yet with stubborn hope still, still to believe
That what I accomplish is not in vain,
And to be able to rejoice at the great acquiescence
At death which cures joy and pain.

Edward Teller met not only scientists but also
presidents of the United States. To him the most
pleasant meeting was with the former U.S. President
Truman, when he reached the age of 70. At that
time Teller gave a lecture about the hydrogen bomb
and he received an invitation from the president. At
the celebration Truman spontaneously told Teller a
funny story about a statement of his, which was the
reason that he did not receive money from the
tobacco industry.
Early on the 29th January, Truman gave an order
relating to the thermonuclear program, which
favoured the production of the hydrogen bomb.
The war and uncertainty about the capability of
Hitler, and later the Soviet Union, to produce a
hydrogen bomb forced many scientists into a
position that they would have chosen only in such
an emergency.

I finished my conversation with Edward Teller by
reading poems, for over an hour, from pearls of
Hungarian literature.

III.Teller with the help of notes from
Chen Ning Yang

In answer to my question of what his attitude was
towards the title “The father of the hydrogen bomb”
He answered:
“I worked on this quite a lot. I believe that if I
hadn’t done it, the Soviets would have done the
same thing anyway and I don’t think that the results
would have been very nice.
I worked on this not because it was interesting. I
believed that it was necessary and furthermore it
was not only my work, there were many who
worked on this. From my European background it
followed that I did not like Russian Communism.”
I tried to choose parts of the whole talk, taped by
video, that I considered interesting. For me it was a
great honour to listen to the poetry which Teller
wrote when he was about 16-18 years old. This
shows a deep feeling.

I have tried to describe the surrounding atmosphere
in which the two famous physicists C.N. Yang and
E. Teller lived and worked with the help of
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PAPERS
1945-1980
With
Commentary (1983)’.
This is a collection of some of Chen Ning Yang’s
papers and the stories about several scientists in The
Collected Works of C.N. Yang (1989) (in Chinese).
The translation from Chinese was done by Cheng-Ji
Chang.
The book, which was published for Yang’s sixtieth
birthday, is an excellent historical description of the
development of physics with concrete data and
descriptions.

matter because if anyone has half a good idea every
day, the achievement will eventually be great. His
style impressed Yang deeply.

During the years from 1946 to 1949 at the
University of Chicago the student Chen Ning Yang
wrote his Ph.D. thesis, “On the Angular Distribution
in
Nuclear
Reactions
and
Coincidence
Measurements” under the guidance of Professor E.
Teller.

This process was very educational for Yang.
Through this kind of contact Yang understood what
was important and unimportant for him.
For Teller the meaning of an equation was more
important than the equation itself.

When Yang had just arrived at Chicago, Teller was
teaching Quantum Mechanics. As he had a lot of
work to do, he did not have time to prepare his
lectures and sometimes he made mistakes in his
lectures. After ten minutes, the aberration would
become disastrous and in these situations one could
learn how a senior physicist solved a problem.

In the autumn of 1946, Yang started to work in
Professor S.K. Allison’s laboratory. When he
experienced difficultites with his experiment to
resolve the P1/2, P3/2 states of He5, Teller suggested
that Yang should abandon his plan to write an
experimental thesis, and instead Teller would
sponsor his papers as Yang’s thesis. Yang was at
first disheartened by the idea, but in a few days
recovered and accepted Teller’s suggestion with
relief.

In 1945 Yang called Teller and asked if he could
work with him. They agreed to meet in front of the
main door of the Physics Department. At that time
the building was still occupied by the army because
of the atom bomb research.
When Teller was a young student in Germany he
had an accident and he lost one of his legs, which
meant that a particular walking noise signaled that
he was coming down the stairs.

Teller’s habit was to use conversation as an
instrument of scientific investigation. He would ask
a crucial question and then he looked for a partner
to work with him on the explanation. Yang
belonged to this group, off and on, for about two
years.
Yang learned more group theory from Teller, who
was just about thirty and had an intuitive grasp of
the application of group theory in atomic and
molecular physics.
Teller made the suggestion to treat the relativistic
case in β decay.

“Are you Yang?” he asked. “Yes,” Yang answered.
Teller asked Yang about the ground state wave
function of the hydrogen atom. Yang had studied
Quantum Mechanics in China and therefore this
very fundamental knowledge was easy for him.
“Good”, Teller said and Yang was accepted.
Teller had many students and he helped them a lot.
His thoughts were very diverse and he was always
ready to tell everybody about them. He usually gave
the students one project every week. When they
talked to him about the projects the following week
he usually had forgotten the projects he gave.
He was always full of both conceivable and
inconceivable ideas, roughly ten every day.
However, 95% of them were wrong. But it does not

“I still remember the first problem Teller asked me
to work on: the difference of the K-capture lifetimes
of Be7 and Be7O crystals” (C.N. Yang)
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went to the Pocono Conference. They returned with
enthusiasm about J. Schwinger‘s talk on quantum
electrodynamics and together with five graduate
students, Yang worked several days in Fermi’s
office trying to understand Schwinger’s method, but
without result.

Teller suggested to Yang to use the Wigner-Seitz
method for crystal analysis and the Thomas-FermiDirac method for estimating the electron densities.
The work was not published because Yang had no
confidence about the validity of cancellations
between large terms in the final results.
Talking to Teller was exciting because one could
learn a lot from the conversation. Teller’s ideas
were not always correct but from a sceptical point of
view, both parties benefited from the conversations .
Here is an example:

One can realize the influence Teller had on Yang
from the description given for the Nobel Committee
(1957), in which Yang emphasized that:
“… my three theses, written under Professors TaYou Wu (B.Sc. thesis), J. S. Wang (M.Sc. thesis)
and E. Teller (Ph.D. thesis) were instrumental in
introducing me to my field of interest” (C.N. Yang)
In 1967, Edward Teller was 60. With an article
about the classical solutions of pure gauge fields, T.
T. Wu and C. N. Yang contributed to the
celebration of Teller’s sixtieth birthday. The aim of
the article was to look for singularity-free classical
solutions and to study perturbations around such
solutions to obtain excitations.

After obtaining his PhD degree, Yang became an
instructor at the University of Chicago. He attended
unofficial seminars, between the departments of
Physics and Chemistry, which were proposed by
Fermi. They took place every week at coffee time
for professors and research students. Anyone could
talk about any new ideas or news. There were no
specific topics, for example: carbon dating,
speculation on the origin of elements….
Fermi, Teller and Urey attended the seminars
regularly, so there was never a shortage of themes to
discuss and it was never uninteresting. In 1949,
Teller said that he had just received a phone call
about a new meson discovery in Berkeley, namely

“He is a Hungarian. His mind is very agile. He is
also a theorist, broaching physics from phenomena.
Because of developing the hydrogen bomb, Edward
Teller was called “The Father of the Hydrogen
Bomb”.
However, he doesn’t like this title. ” (C. N. Yang)

that the π -meson disintegrates into two photons.
This was news and nobody in the seminar knew
about it. “Teller immediately argued that the
0

observation implied the π had zero spin” (C. N.
Yang) Fermi asked him to prove this. Teller
approached the blackboard and explained his
argument but he was attacked by everyone because
his argument was incomplete. (However the
conclusion was correct.)
After the seminar, Yang thought the matter over.
Although, Teller’s argument was unfinished, it
could be rescued and after a few days Yang worked
out the correct selection rules in an article which
made him proud. This is a concrete example of the
benefit of talking with Teller.
0

IV. Similarities between the lives and
activities of Teller and Sakharov.
Edward Teller (1908-2003) and Andrei Sakharov
(1921-1989) grew up in a strong traditional family
lifestyle with a fundamental passion for work and
interest in literature, art and science.
Sakharov’s family environment was respectful of
professional competence.
Similarly Teller believed strongly in competition in
science to bring out the best in all. Teller’s career
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computational challenges, or puzzling experimental
results.

“I was working for peace, that my work would help
foster a balance of power” (Sakharov)
“..in the 1940s and 1950s my position was much
closer to Teller’s, practically a mirror image (one
only had to substitute USSR for USA, peace and
national security for defence against the communist
menace, etc.)… Unlike Teller, I did not have to go
against the current in those years, nor was I
threatened with ostracism by my colleagues.”
(Sakharov)

Both were key figures in the thermonuclear
programmes and lived on opposite sides of the Iron
Curtain. The United States and the Soviet Union
were in rivalry for the hydrogen (fusion) bomb and
thought that nuclear pressure was helpful.
The superbomb was a controversial weapon.
Both believed that thermonuclear reaction and its
destructive power, which is the source of the energy
of the sun and stars, was essential.

The Second World War was stopped by the
bombing and destruction of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. Its inhabitants were martyrs for a war
which should never had happened. The only
consolation is that we have not had a Third World
War and so a balance of nuclear terror between the
two nuclear superiorities has worked. So we can
deduce that American and Soviet atomic scientists
helped to keep the peace.
Teller made a major contribution to the security and
defence of freedom and world peace, extending
from the beginning of the Second World War and
throughout the Cold War.
Was this the only possibility?
“Each of us has a responsibility to think about this
in global terms, with tolerance, trust, and candor,
free from ideological dogmatism, parochial
interests, or national egoism.” (Sakharov)
Sakharov became conscious that the patterns he had
admired as a scientist could not coexist with
Marxism and weapons. Tyrannical domination over
information allowed Soviet party line to influence
even the most excellent and the top. Sakharov
desired to make his nation dominant enough to
ensure peace after a terrible war.

Teller and Sakharov have in common the fathering
of the H-bomb.
Teller was concerned with the American atomic
project from its start, before the United States
entered World War II. In 1940 he was preoccupied
with the idea of the hydrogen bomb. He returned to
Los Alamos to work on the hydrogen bomb and
contributed to the first plan of a thermonuclear
weapon tested in 1952, after the Russians had tested
their first atomic bomb in 1949.
In 1948 the government reported to a group of Igor
Tamm to check the feasibility of an H-bomb plan.
Sakharov was a member of this group and in a short
time he invented a plan to devise the first Soviet
thermonuclear bomb, which was tested in 1953.
Sakharov’s study was a major contribution to the Hbomb, which was tested in 1955.
Teller is: The father of the hydrogen bomb,
similarly Sakharov is: The father of the Soviet
hydrogen bomb. Both were top political and public
celebrities and remained convinced that their work
on nuclear weapons was a necessity for their own
country as well as for the whole earth.
At Moscow University in the 1940s, Sakharov was
considered one of the USSR’s most brilliant
intellects. After his doctorate, he was sent to a topsecret location to make plans for the improvement
of the hydrogen bomb.

What can we learn from our history?
Already, Sakharov had realised that “all
governments are bad and all nations face common
dangers.” Maybe in the future we will have an
institute whose leaders together with heads of states
have as their unique goal, the well-being of the
people. These leaders are not motivated by false
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therefore they must do away with political parties.
With an allegoric example: The atoms have to
connect very closely in order to form an object.
What would happen if these atoms repelled each
other instead of combining as they do?
Only by international collaboration and an
understanding without violence and indignation can
we reach a world without rearmament.
If we consider ourselves as intelligent beings we
must think to the development of our human
consciousness too. In 1975, Sakharov received the
Nobel Peace Prize. Teller was recognized with the
prestigious Presidential Medal of Freedom.
“He changed the course of human history.”
“Edward Teller played a pivotal role in ending the
Cold War. He has been a strong advocate for
national defence and the cause of human freedom.
The United States honours him for his excellence in
science and in education, and his unwavering
commitment to the nation.” (George Bush,
President of the U.S.A.)
“I believe America and the free world owe Edward
Teller a great debt of gratitude for his historic
contribution to the defence of freedom, extending

from the beginning of the Second World War and
throughout the Cold War” (John Nuckolls, former
Director, L.L.N.L.)
In accordance with some scientists Teller should
have received the Nobel Peace Prize together with
Andrei Sakharov, because he devoted his life to
preserving freedom.
As a postscript I would like to mention that I read in
LES CAHIERS DE SCIENCE & VIE [DOSSIER
100 ANS DE NOBEL, DANS LES COULISSES
DU PRIX] about John von Neumann, Edward
Teller and Theodore von Karman.
They were called “The Kings without crowns”, who
ought to receive the Nobel Prize.
Books written by Edward Teller include:
Energy from Heaven and Earth (W.H. Freeman,
1979), Pursuit of Simplicity (Pepperdine
Press,1980), Better a Shield Than a Sword (Free
Press,1987), Conversations on the Dark Secrets of
Physics (Plenum Press, 1991), A Twentieth-Century
Journey in Science and Politics (written with Judith
Shoolery,2001).

This edition’s invited Article:
Study of the Pioneer Anomaly: A scientific detective story
By: Viktor T. Toth,
Ottawa, Ontario, K1N 9H5, Canada.
Viktor Toth is a Hungarian-Canadian software developer and author of computer
books. He became a participant in the Pioneer Anomaly research effort, led by
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, after he developed a set of software programs
that read and interpret Pioneer telemetry data files.

Abstract – NASA’s first two deep space
missions, Pioneers 10 and 11, have been travelling
through the outer solar system for three decades. A
slight deviation from their calculated trajectories
presents an as yet unsolved scientific mystery. The
use of recently recovered Doppler and telemetry
data may help us develop a better understanding of
this anomaly, and decide whether or not it is due to

a force of on-board origin.

Index Terms – Spacecraft navigation, alternative
gravity theories, Pioneer Anomaly
I. INTRODUCTION
On April 27, 2002 DSS-63, the 70 meter antenna at
the Madrid tracking station of NASA’s Deep Space
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deep space. It was a signal sent almost 12 hours
earlier by Pioneer 10, the first probe ever to leave
the inner solar system and travel beyond the orbit of
Mars. The signal was incredibly weak, only about –
180 dBm (or about 10–21 Watts) but it was strong
enough to extract useful data: although barely, but
the spacecraft was still functional.

spacecraft flew by Jupiter and made close-up
observations of the gas giant. Pioneer 10 then
followed a hyperbolic escape trajectory out of the
solar system. Pioneer 11 was retargeted for a second
flyby, several years later, of the ringed planet
Saturn, after which it also began a never-ending
journey escaping the solar system, in a direction
roughly opposite that of Pioneer 10.

It was more than 30 years earlier, on March 2, 1972
that the night sky lit up over Cape Canaveral and
Pioneer 10 began its perilous journey. Originally
designed for an 18-24 month mission to travel
beyond the orbit of Mars, cross the asteroid belt,
and fly by Jupiter, Pioneer 10 surpassed the wildest
expectations of its designers, and remained
functional for more than 30 years.
The transmission on April 27, 2002 was the last* we
heard from humanity’s first probe to enter
interstellar space. Pioneer 10 is now silent, but it
left behind a mystery that keeps researchers busy.
Simply put, Pioneer 10 is not where it should be if
its motion was governed solely by the known laws
of celestial mechanics.

Pioneers 10 and 11 were very simple in design, and
were dominated in appearance by a large parabolic
antenna that was designed to maintain
communication with Earth-based tracking stations
even across distances measured in light-hours. To
ensure that the spacecraft had adequate electrical
power far from the Sun, nuclear power sources
(radioisotope thermoelectric generators, or RTGs)
were used on board [2]. These generators convert
the heat produced by the spontaneous fission of
nuclear fuel (238Pu) into electricity using bimetallic
thermocouples. The conversion is inefficient; much
(~94%) of the heat produced by the RTGs is waste
heat that is radiated into space.
The Pioneer spacecraft are “spin-stabilized”: they
are spinning at several revolutions per minute.
Conservation of angular momentum dictates that,
absent external forces, the spacecraft’s spin axis
continues to point in the same direction. The spin
axis coincides with the axis of the antenna, and the
spacecraft is oriented such that the antenna points at
the Earth. This way, communication with the Earth
was maintained. From time to time, it was necessary
to adjust the spin axis to track the Earth’s apparent
motion across the sky as seen from the spacecraft;
this was accomplished by so-called precession
manoeuvres. Between such manoeuvres the
spacecraft is flying undisturbed.

The implications are tremendous: deep space probes
like Pioneer 10 may provide a means to use the
solar system as a laboratory to test gravity physics
beyond Einstein’s predictions. However, the
possibility exists that the anomaly is a mere artefact,
a result of our incomplete understanding of the
known laws of physics and, in particular, of the
engineering of the probe itself. To improve that
understanding, we have been forced to dig into old
records and decades old data sets as we strive to
build a more complete profile of the Pioneer
missions.
II. THE PIONEER MISSIONS

It was recognized early on that a spacecraft that is
flying undisturbed by manoeuvres for months at a
time may serve as an excellent, highly sensitive
platform to conduct gravitational experiments.
Pioneers 10 and 11 were at one time thought to be
useful as a means to search for an hypothetical tenth

Pioneers 10 and 11 (Figure 1) were the first probes
designed to explore the outer solar system. Both
*

A year later, in January 2003, another attempt was made to contact Pioneer
10; although a weak signal was detected, it was not strong enough for the
receiver to lock and no data was extracted. Subsequent attempts to
communicate with the spacecraft, the last in early 2006, were not successful.
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origin. While these searches were ultimately not
fruitful, they yielded an unexpected surprise: a small
but persistent deviation between the calculated and

complicated if one incorporates nongravitational
forces (e.g., solar pressure) or corrections due to
general relativity, but the basic principle remains the
same: with this set of equations and six numbers

Figure 1: Schematic of the Pioneer spacecraft. From [1].

(the “initial state vector” describing the initial
position and velocity), the motion of the object is
fully characterized.

actual trajectories of both spacecraft [3].
III. THE PIONEER ANOMALY
Take an object like a spacecraft that is travelling
through the solar system, influenced by the
Newtonian gravitational potential of n solar system
bodies. If the object’s initial position and velocity
are known, its position and velocity at a later time
can be calculated by solving the differential
equations
n
µ i (ri − r )
d 2r
,
=
∑
dt 2 i =1 ri − r 3

A signal travelling between a distant spacecraft and
an Earth-based receiver would be altered by a
Doppler frequency shift that is a function of the
relative velocities of the transmitter and the
receiver. The relativistic Doppler effect of an
electromagnetic signal travelling from point P1
(moving with velocity v1) to P2 (moving with v2),
transmitted with frequency f1 and received with
frequency f2 can be calculated using the well-known
formula

(1)

where the vector r is the position of the spacecraft,
ri is the position of the ith solar system body, and µi
is its mass multiplied by Newton’s gravitational
constant. The equations can get somewhat more

f2 =
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(along P1P2) of the velocities v1 and v2 (c is the
speed of light).

the spacecraft in the sky will change very little.
Furthermore, the data can be noisy due to
imperfections in the transmitter and receiver
hardware, or to small forces and other effects that
were not accounted for.

To understand what happened to a signal, one needs
to know when it was transmitted and received (so
that, for instance, the motion of the transmitter and
receiver at the appropriate times can be properly
taken into account). An electromagnetic signal that
travels through a gravitational potential field is
delayed by that field; this phenomenon is known as
the Shapiro time delay. In the gravitational field
around a central body, the Shapiro time delay ∆t
between two points P1 and P2, separated from the
central body by distances r1 and r2, and from each
other by the distance r12, can be computed as [4]:

Therefore, instead of using only six measurements,
a large number (several thousand or more) of
Doppler measurements is used. The initial state
vector is then found using a statistical method, for
instance by least squares fitting. In practice, this
approach works very well indeed: Doppler shifts
amounting to a few milliHertz (mHz) can be
measured (for a 2.2 GHz S-band radio signal, that’s
a relative precision of 10–12!) and the trajectory of
the spacecraft can be determined very accurately.

l r + r + r + l 
∆t = ln  1 2 12
(3)
,
c  r1 + r2 − r12 + l 
where l = µ(1 + γ)/c2, µ being the mass of the central
body times the gravitational constant, and γ = 1†.

When this process was followed for Pioneers 10 and
11, it was found that, after all known effects were
taken into account and the trajectory of the
spacecraft was calculated, the best statistical fit
produced a result with a continuously varying
Doppler shift. It is as if the spacecraft were slowed
down by a small, constant force of unknown origin.

Together, equations 1 through 3 can be used not
only to calculate where a distant spacecraft is and
how fast it is moving, but also the frequency at
which the spacecraft’s signal is received by a
ground-based receiver, the position and velocity of
which is known to great precision. All we need is a
set of six numbers: the initial state vector.

The most extensive analysis to date, performed by
researchers at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in 2002
[5], used about 11 years of Pioneer 10 and less than
4 years of Pioneer 11 data. It demonstrated
unambiguously that the anomalous acceleration is
present for both spacecraft. The magnitude of the
acceleration
is
approximately
aP
=
–13
2
(8.74 ± 1.33)×10 km/s , or about one billionth
(10–9) of the gravitational acceleration on the
surface of the Earth.

These equations can also be used in reverse: if the
Doppler frequency of the spacecraft’s signal is
measured at least six times, in principle we have six
independent equations from which the six
unknowns of the initial state vector can be
determined. In practice, the equations are
independent, but only barely so. That is because
Doppler measurements are sensitive only to the
line-of-sight velocity of the spacecraft, and as
measurements are made across a time span
measured in hours or days, the angular position of

IV. A PROSAIC EXPLANATION?
That two spacecraft flying in different directions
produced consistent results strongly suggests that
the anomalous acceleration is a real, physical effect.
However, these two spacecraft have an identical
design, and therefore, the possibility that the
anomalous acceleration is of an on-board origin
cannot be excluded.

†

For general relativity. For alternative gravity theories that can be described
by what is known as the Parameterized Post-Newtonian, or PPN, formalism, γ
may have a different value.
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Light carries momentum: p = E/c (E is the energy of
a ray of electromagnetic radiation and p is its
momentum along the ray’s direction). When you
shine a flashlight in some direction, there is a tiny
force pushing you in the opposite direction. The
anomalous acceleration of the Pioneer spacecraft is
so minuscule, light from a 65 W light bulb with a
parabolic reflector would produce a comparable
recoil force. Or not necessarily light: other forms of
electromagnetic radiation will do just as well,
including infrared radiation. In other words, heat.

anomalous acceleration of the Pioneer spacecraft
and what has become known as the “flyby
anomaly”, detected when several spacecraft flew by
the Earth or other planets for a gravity assist
(“slingshot”) manoeuvre. These studies, too, remain
inconclusive to date.
If only we knew the exact direction of the apparent
acceleration, we could exclude many theories. A
force of gravitational origin would presumably be
dominated by the Sun, and thus it would point in the
Sun’s direction. A physical effect on the radio
signal would produce an apparent acceleration along
the line-of-sight direction. Interaction with the
interplanetary medium (e.g., a drag force due to
interplanetary dust) would produce a force along the
direction of motion. Lastly, a force of on-board
origin can be split into a component along the spin
axis and a perpendicular component, the latter
averaging to zero over time as the spacecraft spins;
what remains is a force that, on average, points
along the spin axis. Unfortunately these four
directions closely coincide, and the data we have
does not allow us to distinguish between them.
Absent any information about the exact direction of
the anomalous force, no theories can be excluded. In
the literature, one finds papers that propose
modified theories of gravity that would alter the
spacecraft’ motion; modified theories of
electromagnetism that would have an effect on the
frequency of the received signal, causing an
apparent acceleration; and more exotic theories that,
for instance, explore the possibility that clocks
behave differently on board the spacecraft and on
the Earth. Also, many noted the numerical
coincidence aP ≈ Hc where H is Hubble’s constant,
although a cosmological theory would likely
produce an acceleration pushing the spacecraft away
from, not towards, the Sun.

On board the Pioneer spacecraft, the RTGs produce
as much as 2500 W of heat, most of it radiated into
space. The rest is converted into electrical energy
that, in turn, also produces heat as it is used by the
equipment on board. A small amount of electrical
power is converted into radio energy, but that, too,
would be pushing on the spacecraft in some
direction as it is radiated by the antenna. Put all
these thermal and radio emissions together, and a
small anisotropy amounting to about 65 W of
directed electromagnetic radiation is certainly not
beyond the realm of the plausible. Nevertheless,
previous studies suggested that there is not enough
anisotropy in the electromagnetic radiation emitted
by Pioneer 10 and 11 to produce the necessary
force. However, no detailed analysis was performed
of the spacecrafts’ thermal radiation and its
temporal evolution.
V. CONFIRMATION AND STUDY OF THE ANOMALY
There are two additional spacecraft escaping the
solar system on hyperbolic trajectories: Voyagers 1
and 2. Unfortunately, these spacecraft are not spinstabilized. The frequent use (several times a day) of
thrusters on-board to maintain spacecraft orientation
also introduces a significant amount of noise
(thrusters being mechanical devices, the exact
duration and strength of a thruster pulse is not
known to great precision). Data from other
spacecraft, such as Galileo, and Ulysses [3] were
also analyzed, but no firm conclusions were
reached. There were additional studies [6]
attempting to establish a connection between the

Before we can decide which, if any, of these
theories can be true, we need to develop a better
understanding of the anomalous acceleration. One
possibility is to launch a dedicated mission, or an
instrument package on board another spacecraft.
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Yet another option is to use navigational data from
NASA’s New Horizons spacecraft, launched
recently and now en route to Pluto. Even if these
proposals are approved and funded, however, it
would be many years before data is produced.

scheduled to have been destroyed years ago, but
there was no funding to do so.
Today we are in possession of telemetry files that
contain approximately 40 gigabytes of data; nearly
every bit transmitted by these spacecraft and
received by stations on the Earth‡. Making sense of
these telemetry files was akin to a detective job.
Indeed, much of the current research is like
uncovering clues from an old crime scene, as it
involves first locating, and then interpreting 30-40
year old design documents and operational notes,
some of which are hand-written scraps of paper.

VI. NEW ANALYSIS
There is something we can do today: analyze more
data. There are nearly 20 years’ worth of Pioneer 10
Doppler data and more than 15 years’ worth of
Pioneer 11 Doppler data that have never been used
to check for the presence of an anomalous
acceleration. Unfortunately, analyzing more data is
not as simple as it sounds. A concerted effort last
year recovered many sets of Doppler data [7, 8], but
they come in several file formats on a variety of
media, and the history of these files is uncertain;
some contain raw readings, others already contain
corrections. For instance, every revolution of the
spinning spacecraft adds an extra cycle to the
circularly polarized radio signal. At ~5 revolutions
per minute, this means a difference of 0.2 Hz. While
this does not sound like a great deal, it is quite
significant when one searches for a discrepancy
measured in mHz! Yet it is not evident which files
already contain corrections for the spacecrafts’ rate
of spin and which do not.

As a result of our work, we now have software tools
that can be used to determine the physical state of
both spacecraft at any time during their journeys. In
particular, we know the time and type of each
manoeuvre that was performed; changes in the
spacecraft spin rate; performance of on-board
electrical systems; and equipment and electronics
platform temperatures. Telemetry records even tell
us about the received signal strength and quality at
the DSN station. Together, the recently recovered
Doppler and telemetry files allow us to virtually “refly” both Pioneer missions, analyzing their
trajectories and testing new hypotheses. We hope
that, by the time our work is completed, we will be
able to firmly decide if the anomalous acceleration
can be due to forces generated on-board.

Notwithstanding these difficulties, the effort
continues and it is believed that complete and
verified sets of Doppler data will soon be available
for both Pioneers 10 and 11, covering their entire
mission durations from launch until the last data
point.

Recovering the history of a space mission that
spanned more than 30 years is an unprecedented
undertaking. The use of telemetry data for orbital
analysis, to our knowledge, was never attempted
previously. The task at hand requires a thorough
understanding of a spacecraft launched almost 35
years ago, and ground data systems and software
developed and deployed in the 1960s. These are just
some of the unique aspects of our present work,
conducted together with colleagues from several

Doppler data alone is not sufficient for precision
orbit determination. One also needs to know what
kinds of manoeuvres were performed and when;
additionally, knowledge of the spacecrafts’ exact
spin rate is important. While the missions were
under way, such information was extracted from the
telemetry data stream. Much to our fortune, the
telemetry data received from Pioneers 10 and 11
have been preserved. This has more to do with luck
than design: tapes containing telemetry files were

‡

Some files are missing due to damaged or lost tapes. Most notably, we do
not have telemetry for several days during Pioneer 10’s Jupiter encounter, and
longer stretches of data are missing from later parts of Pioneer 11’s mission.
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countries, as part of an international collaborative
effort [9] to resolve the Pioneer Anomaly.

[5] John D. Anderson, Philip A. Laing, Eunice L.
Lau, Anthony S. Liu, Michael Martin Nieto and
Slava G. Turyshev, “Study of the anomalous
acceleration of Pioneer 10 and 11,” Phys. Rev. D
65 1-50, 2002
[6] John D. Anderson, James K. Campbell and
Michael Martin Nieto, “The Energy Transfer
Process in Planetary Flybys”, astro-ph/0608087
[7] Slava G. Turyshev, Viktor T. Toth, Larry R.
Kellogg, Eunice L. Lau and Kyong J. Lee, “The
Study of the Pioneer Anomaly: New Data and
Objectives for New Investigation,” Int. J. Mod.
Phys. D 15 1-55, 2006
[8] Viktor T. Toth and Slava G. Turyshev, “The
Pioneer Anomaly: seeking an explanation in
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Profile
is very cold in Newcastle upon Tyne, and I was a bit
scared but I found it alright and I adapted quickly. It
was a complete change, but it proved to be worth it.

By: Carlos G. Pacheco

I came from Mexico in August 2002 to study for a
PhD in Newcastle University with Dr. Jordan
Stoyanov. Previously I studied for a MSc in Mexico
city but my first degree is in Actuarial Science,
which is basically statistics and probability applied
to insurance. That is how I started studying
mathematics. At the time I never thought of doing a
PhD, I just wanted to obtain the degree and start
work. Indeed I started working but I felt like doing
some more in the university. So, I enrolled to do the
MSc in mathematics. I took some courses in pure
mathematics which were difficult for me, I even had
to quit my part time job. Fortunately, with the help
of my friends and teachers I accomplished the
master’s; my thesis was about Nash equilibrium,
yes, the one in the film “A beautiful mind”. Doing
that Master’s was really what triggered me to do the
PhD. I feel lucky that I could obtain a scholarship
and come to Newcastle University. I was told that it

My PhD was about applied probability and
mathematical finance, of course lots of statistics, but
also lots of mathematics. At the beginning I
struggled to find original ideas, and I had to read a
lot of books and articles. The process was not just
reading, but also spending time in front of a piece of
paper trying to understand something. I particularly
enjoyed going to the classroom on the top of the
building to write on the blackboard. It was a nice
view of the town moor all year round. I started
studying a topic called Markov chains.
It is a very useful probabilistic model and has many
applications in science. I read some articles from my
supervisor and then the bell rang in my head - I had
some ideas. After some months of work and lots of
computing simulation in Matlab, I produced some
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progress helped me to understand other topics and after a long time. By the beginning of my third year
also consider new ideas. It is like a thread that you I had some results. I earned knowledge, but also
pull from a cardigan and new things show up, experience to tackle more questions. It was very
sometimes unexpected.
nice for me to understand the concepts. I also
realised about links to other topics and applications;
Along with this I was studying financial as I said before, like a thread that takes you to new
mathematics which was my original subject. This is fields. So, that is what I did. Apart from improving
quite a new topic which has developed greatly in the previous results and ideas, I was exploring other
last few years. I did some of this during my topics, not just in probability but also in other fields
undergraduate degree and I also worked in the in mathematics. Finally, this led me to develop new
industry for a while, but I still had tones to learn. ideas which were also part of my thesis, and
Apart from all the literature to read, I had the ultimately part of my research.
opportunity to attend a few international
conferences in the field. That was very useful for From time to time, I wrote up pieces of work, so
me because I could see what people were doing, and that at the end I could join them all together in my
it was good to meet those people named on the thesis. Writing up the thesis was an enjoyable
books. For me, these conferences had an inspiring experience, of course not easy, but with the help of
environment to develop ideas, but also a friendly my supervisor I was able to submit it. I had my viva
in July 2006 and happily, I was accepted to receive
atmosphere to make friends.
the PhD.
So, after a process of trial and error I started to
develop some ideas in financial mathematics. I also It has been enjoyable preparing articles to publish
noticed about lots of stuff I had to learn. Everything and also presenting my work in a few conferences
was around stochastic processes, which are including in my home country. I certainly continue
probabilistic models mainly to describe movements my research now as I have many unanswered
of an object over time. The use of computers was a questions in my mind. I am in the process of finding
key factor, not just the internet to find articles and a job and deciding what to do. I am very glad I came
websites, but also computing simulations to have to do the PhD at Newcastle University; I learnt lots
from staff and students and I made very good
intuition; I used Matlab and Maple.
friends. There will always remain a good taste from
it.

Postgrads who passed this year,
Andrew Golightly (Ph.D)
"Bayesian Inference for Nonlinear Multivariate Diffusion Processes"
Geraint Evans (MSc Relativity, Astrophysics & Cosmology)
Christopher Graham (MSc Relativity, Astrophysics & Cosmology)
Jefferson Gilbert (MSc Financial Mathematics with Management)
Nan Xuan Lin (MSc Financial Mathematics with Management)
Liam Murnane (MSc Financial Mathematics with Management)
Tiantian Zhao (MSc Financial Mathematics with Management)
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Maintenance and Reliability Theory
By Bander Al-Zahrani
depth and in all of its aspects is the corner stone in
any desired development. No doubt that a good
understanding will lead to a good interpretation.
People working in reliability or workers in
industrial areas such as engineers or managers need
to transfer the concepts of maintenance to execution
for the production of a system undergoing
systematic time maintenance.

The second world war
had a large impact not
only on civilians, but
it was a main factor in
improving the theory
of reliability. This
impact was gained by
experiencing defects when military systems were
used. The development of modern technology has
greatly enhanced the reliability interests. Reliability
theory has been widely used in various fields. It has
become applicable in most fields of engineering,
industry, economy, and even in biology. Indeed,
reliability, survival analysis and risk analysis are the
same in concepts.

In real life, usually systems are built up to serve
a mission. Those systems may be one unit or may
consist of several units (two or more). Such units
are called a thing, equipment, part, device,
subsystem, or a machine. Reliability for systems of
several units is determined by measuring the
reliability of each unit separately. Another factor
affecting reliability in systems of several units
would be the way units are assembled in the system
and as a result the general configuration of that
system.

Researchers are interested mainly in introducing
real systems with high reliability. For this to
happen, they had to concentrate their efforts and
interests in studying complex phenomena in the real
world from statistics and stochastic point of view.
Suppose that we have the following type of
machines where they may not operate properly and
do not receive sufficient maintenance. Then such
machines may cause enormous damages some of
those damages are impossible to repair like the ones
effecting human beings and living environment

Maintenance policies have proven, through
practical applications, to have a positive great effect
on system reliability. In this paragraph we shed light
on various maintenances polices that have been
commonly used by many sectors. The first policy is
known as corrective maintenance i.e., to carry out
maintenance to each unit in the system. Such a
policy is introduced at the failure time of a unit.
However this failure has no effect on the operation
of the system as a whole. After replacement or
repair of the injured unit, then the system is able to
return to proper operation. A second policy of
maintenance may be identified as: the availability of
units acting as redundant and the supplement of
spare units are available and are in use whenever a
system acquires them. This policy elevates system
performance and reliability. It is been mostly used
in parallel and stand by systems.

The world today is aware of the importance of
reliability. One image of that awareness is the role
maintenance plays particularly with industries.
Industries are not concerned any more with the issue
of redundancy, production, or construction, rather
concerned about maintenance; as maintenance had
proven to be an active and a vital factor in the
theory of reliability. For example: a factory working
a set of equipment: its interest is not in investing in
new equipment any more, rather in operating them
the longest time possible properly and satisfactorily.

The act of replacing failed units can be highly
expensive and time consuming. This is why a good
corrective maintenance policy is essential to apply.

Understanding the theory of maintenance in
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This policy helps to maintain a unit operating the
longest time possible, and prevent unit replacement
– for the mean time. However it is not advisable to
do repeated unnecessary maintenance.

striking contrast with the policy of preventive
maintenance.
In practical domains, usually there are no known
ways to determine precisely the failure time of a
unit. Therefore having storage units and spare units
increases the reliability of a system. It is
recommended to monitor spare units to ensure, all
the time, that they are ready to use in case of any
breakdown. You are unable to predict failure unless
you do fellow check ups of the spare units, this is a
procedure is known as inspection policy. Many
systems related to office and industry fields such as
monitors or computer processors, usually, have long
lifetimes of successful work with minimum
breakdowns. Scheduling periodic maintenance for
such systems may be eradicable and unnecessary.
Inspection and replacement polices, under previous
conditions, are based on randomness. Units are
replaced or inspected in random times.

As a result we conclude that preventive
replacement and preventive maintenance are some
of the most commonly used policies. However,
preventive maintenance is applied to units able to be
repaired, whereas preventive replacement is applied
to units with no repair. Having the right policy
picked to fit the system highly increases system
reliability. Another factor of system reliability
which is a challenge facing workers in this field is
when setting the right maintenance program in
regard to frequency and timing, whether applying
corrective maintenance, preventive replacement or
preventive maintenance.
From the discussion above, we find that units
vary when treating their failure. Some units are
repairable when failure and thus, preventive
maintenance policy would be the right pick to adopt.
Meanwhile preventive replacement policy is
adopted by units with no repair at the time of failure.
The appropriate time for the unit to repair or replace
would be the failure time, or is specified after unit
installation, whatever comes first.

Researchers and workers in reliability fields are
initially interested in designing and planning for an
optimized maintenance program. When planning
maintenance it is significant to specify the
appropriate quantity of spare units required.
Increased number of spare units guarantees a lift of
reliability. On the other hand, minimizing the
number of spare units lowers the cost. One
technique to obtain an optimized figure is by
collecting as many units as you can with the least
cost possible. We are concerned about a critical
problem that states: when to determine the most
appropriate time to replace a unit with a spare one.
Taking into account the observance of the unit
working properly the longest time possible before
failure

Results of maintenance are known to be perfect
or imperfect. Perfect maintenance is when a
damaged unit is returned to become as good as new.
When a unit returns young but it still not as good as
new then this is known as an imperfect
maintenance. Generally, most units as they grow
older, their failure rate becomes higher, thus this
requires to draw more caution. It is wise, in this
case, to increase maintenance frequency which acts
as preventive carry out before failure.

Failure is caused by various factors such as
breaking, fatigue, fracture, crack , corrosion, erosion
and instability etc., There are two kinds of failure;
discrete and continuous failure. It can be complete
or partial failure and it may happen suddenly or
gradually. Generally, failure time is associated with
operating time or calendar time. Time to failure is
determined by the number of cycles before failure.

Most times, relying on the repair of a unit, when
failed, leads to satisfactory results. However,
sometimes repairing a unit can be catastrophic when
exceeding the repair time specified. Therefore
replacing the unit – in this situation- may save
plenty of time and a great deal of cost. This is a
policy known as the repair limit policy, and it is
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The failure of mean lifetimes may not be recorded at
occurrence time, rather are collected statistically in
discrete times, hence some units undergo preventive
maintenance in their idle times, where as
intermittent used systems undergo maintenance
after specified number of time usage. As a final
note, it has been observed that there are two main
factors which are incorporated to acquire optimum
system reliability, in regards to maintenance:
Estimating correct evaluation of unit inspection, and
picking up the correct maintenance method that is
mostly appropriate for the system. For more details
in the importance of reliability and maintenance we
refer the readers to Barlow and Proschan (19651975) and recent books by Nakagawa (2005) and
Gertsbakh (2000).
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